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A.  First-year (class of 2019)	


B.   Sophomore (class of 2018)	


C.  Junior (class of 2017)	


D.  Senior (class of 2016)	


E.   I’m not sure / I’m lost

My class year is 



Different kinds of “light”





A.  More energy than a blue photon.	


B.   The same energy as a blue photon.	


C.  Less energy than a blue photon.	


D.  Not enough information given.
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Light emitted by surfaces of objects of 
different temperatures



The binary star Albireo. 	

The blue star’s color tells us that it is hotter 

than the orange-ish star.



A. “blue hot”.	


B.“white hot”.	


C. Neither.	


D. Not enough information given.

An object that is what we 
often call “red hot” is 

hotter than an object that is 
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Light emitted by surfaces of objects of 
different temperatures



Image taken in infrared light 
(10 micron wavelength)



A.  Yes	


B.  No	


C. Not enough information given.

Has the car shown here 
been driven in the last 10 
minutes? 
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Is it likely that this picture 
was taken on a hot 
summer day?

A.  No	


B.   Yes	


C. Not enough 
information given.
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